Looking to Expand Your Government Lending Business? AllRegs has you covered. We can help equip your team to become experts in FHA, VA, and USDA lending with our Government Lending Toolkit.

**Easily navigate the FHA Single Family Handbook, VA, and USDA Guides, and all circulars and announcements from a single source**

- Thousands of pages of government single-family lending guidelines and forms available to search with enterprise-level tools that allow you to access information quickly and easily
- Embedded links to the most current information and hard-to-find documents
- Save time researching while being confident that you have the most current information at your fingertips

A single, reliable source for all the things you need to know, but shouldn’t have to remember.

**Build Better FHA/VA Mortgages**

AllRegs Mortgage Mentor® Guides are up-to-date, online training manuals that leverage the AllRegs search engine to provide your users with reliable answers and industry-recognized best practices for success. AllRegs Mortgage Mentor Guides are logically organized to mirror the exact steps of the mortgage process and include:

- Direct links to supporting federal publications and announcements
- Step-by-step requirements for ensuring compliance
- Exclusive worksheets and checklists designed with the novice user in mind

The Mentor Guides offer a step-by-step guide to completing each FHA or VA loan stage (origination through servicing) while putting essential supplemental resources, charts, worksheets, checklists, and calculation exercises at your fingertips. Provides additional guidance through red-flag checklists for credit reports, closing, and title reviews, along with an extensive glossary, live links, and reliable citations to the applicable FHA and VA handbooks.

**Learn From Industry Experts Without Having To Travel**

Enroll in our instructor-led online course offerings:

- Fundamentals of FHA Underwriting
- Intermediate FHA Underwriting
- Advanced FHA Underwriting
- Underwriting VA Loans

Get what you need to successfully navigate the ocean of FHA, VA, and USDA lending with the AllRegs Government Lending Toolkit today.